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INTRODUCTION

A GROUNDBREAKING
APPROACH
As leaders in property development, Abland understands the power
of space. For over 30 years we have been at the forefront of creating
groundbreaking spaces for businesses across South Africa. We continue
to be the industry’s innovators, responsibly developing property assets,
which enhance our clients’ businesses. Building on the cornerstones of
excellence, commitment and enthusiasm, we tirelessly pursue new growth
opportunities for sustainable value creation. With a focused approach to
developing space for commercial, retail, industrial, motor and mixed-use
precincts we continue to shape South Africa’s landscape for the better.
To us, property development transcends the physical structures that we
create. We believe that it’s thanks to people filled with passion that
we regard each space we develop as a work of art. This edition of our
corporate profile, titled The Art of Breaking New Ground, is a tribute to
the profession of property development.

Alice Lane
Building 3, Commercial
Sandton, Johannesburg
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Alice Lane
Anthony Bila
Photography
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PRECINCTS

PRECINCTS

No building or development exists in isolation. Each has a relationship to
its surrounding buildings and to the urban environment. As pioneers in
mixed-use precincts we believe in the sustainable transformation of the
built environment. We conceptualise each development we undertake with
the surrounding urban fabric and human interaction in mind, with a view to
contributing positively to the immediate neighbourhood.

Rosebank Towers
Interior, Commercial
Rosebank, Johannesburg
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PRECINCTS

SANDTON
G AT E
120 000m2

PRECINCTS

Sandton Gate is destined to be a world-class, mixed-use
precinct, offering a lifestyle to aspire to: city living with all
the benefits of suburban life. The precinct overlooks the
Braamfontein Spruit, one of Johannesburg’s longest natural
greenbelts, while being on the doorstep of South Africa’s
financial CBD. The precinct comprises P-grade office space,
luxury apartments and a variety of lifestyle amenities.

IT’S SANDTON
BUT SMARTER

Sandton Gate Terrace
Phase 1, Residential
Sandton, Johannesburg

Sandton Gate
Building A, Commercial
Sandton, Johannesburg
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PRECINCTS

PRECINCTS

Hertford Office Park
Building J, Commercial
Waterfall, Midrand

HERTFORD
O F F I C E PA R K
72 300m2

Hertford Office Park
Building J, Commercial
Waterfall, Midrand

Hertford Office Park
Buildings B, C & D, Commercial
Waterfall, Midrand

Hertford Office Park is ideally located on the corner of Allandale
and Bekker Road off the Allandale / N1 interchange. Hertford Office
Park comprises buildings that will make up approximately 72 300m²
of rentable office space when completed. This A-grade office park,
which Abland is developing in phases, has an artisanal coffee shop
and includes plans for a gym within the park.
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PRECINCTS

IRENE LINK
PRECINCT
100 000m2

Irene Link
Barloworld Logistics HQ
Irene, Pretoria

Seamlessly integrating the vibrant pulse of urban living with the tranquil landscape
of the Irene Village area, Irene Link combines unrivalled location and accessibility
with a premium lifestyle feel. It offers a broad spectrum of mixed-use elements
such as retail, commercial and medical space in one flowing, organic precinct, with
access to the N1 highway a mere 500m away. Barloworld Logistics is the first to
call Irene Link home after their 6 000 m2 office was completed in 2019, with an
additional 6 000 m2 lettable shortly thereafter.

PRECINCTS

Irene Link
Building B, Commercial
Irene, Pretoria
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PRECINCTS

PRECINCTS

Left:
Monte Circle
Building A, Commercial
Fourways, Johannesburg
Above:
Monte Circle
Main Entrance
Fourways, Johannesburg

MONTE
CIRCLE
65 000m2

Monte Circle
Building C, Commercial
Fourways, Johannesburg

Monte Circle is positioned to be the ultimate connected office park
in Fourways, Johannesburg. It offers easy access to the N1 highway,
Gautrain bus stop, hotels, entertainment, gyms and a variety of retail
through the esteemed Monte Casino. With Fourways being one of
the fastest-developing commercial and residential hubs in northern
Sandton, Monte Circle is being developed in response to the demand
for high-end office space in the node.
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PRECINCTS

PRECINCTS

TA C K L E
WORK
A N D P L AY

Left:
Loftus Park
Protea Hotel by Marriott
Arcadia, Pretoria
Right:
Loftus Park
Building A, Commercial
Arcadia, Pretoria

L O F T U S PA R K
48 500m2
Loftus Park precinct is situated in the heart of the diplomatic, academic and sports
hub of Gauteng and is positioned to “tackle work and play”. It consists of P-grade
offices, a 4-star Protea Hotel by Marriott, Virgin Active Gym, various restaurants and
conference facilities. All these amenities come together with a vibrant, open-air
piazza, which is fast becoming Pretoria’s favourite hangout. Loftus Park is only 1km
from the Hatfield Gautrain Station and the new Tshwane Rapid Transport Bus route
(TRT) is only 350m from the precinct.
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PRECINCTS

THE RUBIK
11 000 m2
Designed to inspire and destined to be an elegant, architectural
landmark in Cape Town’s CBD, The Rubik is a unique, mixed-use
development offering an international lifestyle close to the city’s
thriving financial hub. Luxurious apartments and penthouses,
premium office space, high-end retail outlets, top restaurants
and bars as well as 24/7 concierge security and underground
parking make The Rubik highly desirable.

DESIGNED
TO INSPIRE

The Rubik
Mixed-Use Development
CBD, Cape Town
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“ We t i re l e s s l y p u r s u e n e w
g ro w t h o p p o r t u n i t i e s f o r
s u s t a i n a b l e v a l u e c re a t i o n ”

35 Lower Long
Neo Mahlangu
Charcoal on paper
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COMMERCIAL

COMMERCIAL

Our comprehensive portfolio of commercial developments across South Africa
has given businesses the space to excel. Whether it be office parks or commercial
space within a precinct, we continue to create environments which will attract
staff, improve workforce performance and seamlessly connect those within
commercial spaces to top lifestyle amenities.

165 West
Interior, Commercial
Sandton, Johannesburg
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COMMERCIAL

M E N LY N
CENTRAL
28 400m2

Menlyn Central
Mixed-Use Development
Menlyn, Pretoria

Menlyn Central is an iconic building situated in the heart of Menlyn. The efficient,
Green Star rated building boasts a great mix of commercial, retail and other ancillary
amenities. The development has a modern design and is suitable for both large
corporates and smaller start-ups. Menlyn Central is part of the new Menlyn Maine
precinct and offers excellent access to major highways.

COMMERCIAL

HILL ON
EMPIRE
35 000m2

Hill on Empire
Building A, Commercial
Parktown, Johannesburg

Hill on Empire takes a view beyond business and is ideally located
on Empire Road within the heart of Parktown. The Rea Vaya Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) station is only 50 metres from the development and the
Gautrain Bus Route station is just 100 metres away. Hill on Empire is
situated between the Rosebank Gautrain Station and Park Station,
making it easily accessible from both stations via the Gautrain Bus.
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COMMERCIAL
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COMMERCIAL

Lakeview
Nedbank HQ
Constantia, Johannesburg

LAKEVIEW
36 000m2

Lakeview Office Park in Constantia Kloof, Roodepoort, is an ideally situated
development with easy access to the N1 from the 14th Avenue interchange.
The park consists of two phases, both occupied by Nedbank, making up more
than 36 000m² of lettable area. Close to many retail, medical and educational
facilities, and with views over the tranquil Constantia Kloof dam, this is a truly
well placed development. The first phase was completed in May 2014 with the
second and final phase completed in October 2018. Architectural style meets
sustainability as this development’s environmentally sensitive and energy efficient
design has resulted in the first building achieving a 4-star Green Star rating and
the second phase acquiring a prestigious 5-star rating.

Lakeview
Nedbank HQ, Interior
Constantia, Johannesburg
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COMMERCIAL

WESTEND
O F F I C E PA R K
37 000m2
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COMMERCIAL

This A-grade office park, located on the banks of the Hennops
River, with beautiful views, will provide everything that the
corporate tenant needs. This includes excellent security, easy
access from the highways and major routes and is situated
within walking distance of the Centurion Gautrain station
and the Centurion Mall.

35 LOWER LONG
14 500m2
35 Lower Long is a signature tower building that
will invigorate Cape Town’s Foreshore precinct by
attracting premium tenants. This P-grade building
has been designed with larger corporates as well as
smaller business users in mind. The elegant building
boasts with a Green Star rating merited by its energy
efficient building features.

Westend Office Park
Building A & B, Commercial
Centurion, Pretoria

PUTTING BEAUTIFUL
S PA C E S T O W O R K

35 Lower Long
Commercial
Foreshore, Cape Town

Devil’s Peak Brewery, Gunner’s Circle
Mpho Mbatu
Photography
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INDUSTRIAL

INDUSTRIAL

With many years of experience in the industrial development sector,
Abland is a respected player when it comes to premium industrial space.
We are renowned for our management skills and expertise, our unique
attention to functional design and for heeding the needs of our clients
when planning and installing manufacturing equipment.

Pick ‘n Pay Distribution Centre
Industrial
Modderfontein, Johannesburg
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INDUSTRIAL

INDUSTRIAL

S&J INDUSTRIAL
E S TAT E
960 000m2
S&J Industrial Estate is setting the benchmark for industrial precincts
in South Africa. With over 210-hectares of prime industrial space
situated in the South Eastern Corridor of Gauteng, the estate offers
high visibility from the N3, N12, N17 and M2 highways, easy access
to the N3 and M2 highways, 24-hour access controlled gatehouses
and fibre connectivity. S&J offers bespoke packages for leasing,
turnkey sales and development, joint venture development and land
sales to owner-occupiers.

S&J Industrial Estate
Phase 1, Industrial
Germiston, Johannesburg

Westlake
Phase 3, Industrial
Modderfontein, Johannesburg

WESTLAKE
26 000m2

Westlake Industrial Park offers a warehouse facility perfectly located
for industrial businesses. This central location appeals to logistics and
distribution operators, providing convenient access to major highways
and arterials in Johannesburg.
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INDUSTRIAL

INDUSTRIAL

Stellenbosch Agripark
Building A, Industrial
Stellenbosch

AT L A N T I C
HILLS
265 000m2
Atlantic Hills Business Park is conveniently situated
on the Potsdam interchange, providing direct access
to the M12 and M13 as well as the N7. This location
offers an easy route to Cape Town Harbour, Montague
Gardens, Killarney Gardens, Atlantis, Durbanville,
Parklands and Plattekloof.
The 44-hectare industrial estate of Atlantic Hills has
24-hour security, a fenced perimeter and manned
gatehouses. Units will range from 250m² to 40 000m²
with sufficient electricity to meet any power demand
needed. The development will be integrated into
the City of Cape Town’s Integrated Transport System
providing public transport access from Milnerton,
Parklands, Plattekloof and Durbanville. Purchase and
lease options are available.

STELLENBOSCH
A G R I PA R K
11 500m2
Stellenbosch Agripark is located on the R310 near Stellenbosch in the
Cape Winelands, making it an ideal location for businesses operating
in the agricultural sector. The site offers space and convenience for
any size of business in the trade and manufacturing industry, especially
those with an interest in agri-tourism.

PUTTING THE COGS
O F I N D U S T R I A L S PA C E
INTO MOTION

Atlantic Hills Business Park
Masterplan, Industrial
Durbanville, Cape Town
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Loftus Park
Lauwrinda Hartley
Photography and digital art
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R E TA I L

R E TA I L

Abland approaches retail development with the highest level of planning and
precision to create memorable spaces for both retailer and shopper alike.
This policy is just one of the reasons we are highly regarded in the retail
development and management industry. We pride ourselves on handling
everything, from identifying the best location and concept design, to
assembling the ideal tenant mix and ensuring optimal trading.

Loftus Park
Protea Hotel by Marriott and Piazza
Arcadia, Pretoria
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R E TA I L

R E TA I L

Jackal Creek
Retail
North Riding, Johannesburg

O K AVA N G O C R O S S I N G
9 500m2
Okavango Crossing is a well located convenience shopping centre situated
on the corner of Okavango and Langeberg Roads in the fast growing suburb
of Brackenfell, Cape Town. The centre is anchored by Checkers, Woolworths
and Virgin Active with a wide range of shops including restaurants, a coffee
shop, chemist, barber, optometrist, clothing, banking and ATM’s. The broad
range of tenants, easy access and abundant parking have proved popular with
local residents and businesses.

JACKAL CREEK
14 000m2
This proposed convenience centre is located
in North Riding, on the corner of Aureole and
Boundary Roads, adjacent to Jackal Creek Golf
Estate. The development will be anchored by
a national grocer and have a complementary
tenant mix of health and beauty, convenience,
service, and some restaurant offerings. It will
include a filling station and be positioned at
the gateway to a new residential development
comprising 1 100 units.

Okavango Crossing
Retail
Brackenfell, Cape Town
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R E TA I L

43

R E TA I L

The Reef Shopping Centre
Retail
Germiston, Johannesburg

NORKEM
CORNER
10 000m2
Anchored by Checkers, Woolworths and Clicks, this joint
redevelopment of the existing Norkem Park shopping
centre by Abland and Retail Africa offers a strong mix of
convenience and fashion tenancy. Sub anchors include
Mr Price, Miladys, Ackermans and PEP, complemented
by strong takeaway and food outlets such as Spur, Steers
and Fishaways.

THE REEF
SHOPPING
CENTRE
15 000m2
Conveniently situated on Black Reef Road, between Alberton
and Germiston, The Reef Shopping Centre is in excess of
15 000m² and caters to the Albemarle, Lambton and Wadeville
areas. The Reef is anchored by Checkers, Dis-Chem and Food
Lover’s Market and will be complemented by fashion retailers
Ackermans, PEP, Miladys and Mr Price.
Norkem Corner
Retail
Kempton Park, Johannesburg
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R E TA I L
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R E TA I L

Irene Link
Retail
Irene, Pretoria

IRENE LINK
R E TA I L
12 000m2

Located on Alexander Road, just off the Botha Road interchange from the N2,
Irene Link Retail will bring 12 000m² of bespoke lifestyle retail to the Irene market.
With strategic and complementary décor, lifestyle, health and beauty tenants
chosen to best serve the more discerning shopper, the development will be
anchored by a leading national grocer. Enhancing the offering will be several
restaurant outlets, providing ideal opportunities for socialising.

PUSHING BRANDS
TO NEW HEIGHTS
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R E TA I L

R E TA I L

Soshanguve Southview
Retail
Soshanguve, Pretoria

SOSHANGUVE
SOUTHVIEW

WAT E R FA L L R I D G E
CENTRE

7 600m2

13 000m2

Soshanguve Southview Shopping Centre is located
in the south of Soshanguve on Barred Minnon Road.
The centre is 7 600 m² with a strong convenience
focus and excellent visibility. Some of the national
tenants include: Shoprite, Shoprite Liquor, PEP,
Ackermans, OBC Chicken and Meat, MediZone
Pharmacy and Cashbuild.

Waterfall Ridge is situated on the corner of Waterfall
Ridge Boulevard and Pretorius Road, just off Allandale
Road and is less than 500m from The Mall of Africa.
This centre comprises retail outlets and a Motorcity, with
its main focus being on convenience. Waterfall Ridge will
measure approximately 13 000m² once completed.

Waterfall Ridge Centre
Retail
Waterfall, Midrand
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Menlyn Central
Joas Modisakeng
Digital Art
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MOTOR

MOTOR

Initiating the highly successful Motorcity concept, Abland has established
itself as the expert in all facets of motor retail development. Our innovative
approach and complete understanding of motor developments have allowed
us to establish more than 50 premium dealerships in Southern Africa. Some
of our most recent flagship dealerships include Audi Rivonia, Auto Bavaria
Midrand and Toyota Menlyn Central. By considering every detail from location,
functional layout, corporate identity to aesthetic requirements, we’ve helped
to promote and grow the retail motor industry in South Africa.

Audi Somerset West
Interior, Motor
Somerset West
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MOTOR

53

MOTOR

Auto Bavaria
Motor
Waterfall, Midrand

PAV I N G
T H E WAY F O R
I N N O VAT I V E
AUTOMOTIVE
S PA C E

Audi Somerset West
Motor
Somerset West
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Sandton Gate
Gawie Joubert
Charcoal on paper
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VA L U E A D D E D S E R V I C E S

TURNKEY SOLUTIONS
Abland’s turnkey development process involves a comprehensive
service, covering all aspects of clients’ needs and requirements.
The process is managed from initial concept to final commissioning
and successful operation of the new facility. Abland’s vast experience
acquired through working with various clients, allows us to undertake
anything, from the most basic installation to intricate and multifaceted
fit-outs. Our aim is to provide the client with a one-stop solution to
achieve absolute satisfaction.

Rosebank Towers
Interior, Commercial
Rosebank, Johannesburg

Rosebank Towers
Interior, Commercial
Rosebank, Johannesburg
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VA L U E A D D E D S E R V I C E S

VA L U E A D D E D S E R V I C E S

Westend Office Park
Building A, Commercial
Centurion, Pretoria

GREEN BUILDING PRINCIPLES
Abland believes that sustainable building practices are the way forward for the property industry.
We take the principles of green building seriously and make it an integral part of our business
and building processes. As members of the Green Building Council of South Africa (GBCSA),
we are committed to creating a better environment for all South Africans. A number of our
buildings have already achieved Green Star SA ratings from the GBCSA, with many current
developments being submitted for Green Star SA ratings, including Loftus Park, Nedbank
Lakeview, Monte Circle, 35 Lower Long and Sandton Gate.
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TO US, PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
TRANSCENDS THE
PHYSICAL STRUCTURES
T H AT W E C R E AT E

The Rubik
Sonia Dearling
Digital Art
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G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S

G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S

G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S

Property
Development

Hertford Office Park
Building B & C, Commercial
Waterfall, Midrand

Property
Funds

Property
Management
Treasury
Management

Advertising
& Design

Private
Equity

Petroleum
Energy

Non
GLA

Asset
Management

Social
Investment

Abland is proud to be one of the founding partners of the Abcon Group. After making great strides
in commercial property development, we expanded the scope of our business to include residential
development with Craft Homes, commercial building management carried out by Abreal, and filling station
development and management via Oilgro. Our expansion into other spheres of business has led to the
ever-growing Abcon Group, giving us a 360-degree insight into the dynamic and evolving property industry.

Established in 1995, Abreal grew out of the
need for a specialised management partner to
the developed properties of Abland. With an
integrated property management approach,
Abreal provides a comprehensive range of
property management services. Over the years
Abreal has extended its portfolio beyond that
of just the Abcon Group, to manage a diverse
range of properties from P-grade office space
to mixed-use developments.
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G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S

G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S

Craft Homes is a residential developer specialising in quality homes ranging from
modern bachelor apartments to luxury, family-sized homes. Craft’s developments
span across Gauteng to the banks of the Vaal River. As a privately owned company
established in 1993, they are committed to creating homes that are not only beautiful
but also last for generations to come. Abland takes great pride in having Craft Homes
as a partner in developing precincts with a residential component.

Sandton Gate Terrace
Penthouse, Residential
Sandton, Johannesburg

Sandton Gate Terrace
Exterior, Residential
Sandton, Johannesburg
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G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S

G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S

Tadvest’s aim is to provide their investors with a diversified investment
which gives access to premium assets across a range of industries and
global exposure. Tadvest is currently invested in South Africa, Poland,
Australia, Sweden and North America. The investment vehicle is uniquely
positioned to invest in Africa and globally, through a primary listing on
the Stock Exchange of Mauritius and a secondary listing on the Namibian
Stock Exchange. The dual-listed structure with associated capital allocation
flexibility provides an excellent platform for investors to take advantage
of unique global opportunities that meet investment criteria.

Rosebank Towers
Commercial
Rosebank, Johannesburg

The Pod Property Fund is an unlisted, private property investment fund. The purpose of the fund is to
provide a platform for Abland, its partners and new investors to invest in prime commercial development
opportunities. The fund is positioned as a capital growth fund catering for different investor profiles.
Investors can participate directly in Pod’s portfolio of developments or introduce their own developments
to the fund. An advantage of Pod is that it has direct and preferential access to the development pipeline
of Abland, the intention being to partner with Abland in the developments.
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G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S

Abland Manapa Development was established by Abland with the intention of starting
a transformed property development vehicle within the group and responding to the
transformation requirements in the property sector. AMD has since developed and
extended its own diverse portfolio to over 40 000m2 of quality developments. It is 25%
owned by Abheka (Pty) Ltd, a Black Owned Private Equity investment company and 75%
owned by Abland. It currently holds a level 4 B-BBEE and operates in a space where smaller
opportunities exist, such as developments within rural areas and townships.

G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S
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Right:
Roast Republic
Hill on Empire
Parktown, Johannesburg
Below:
Guys in Green
Fairways Office Park
Bryanston, Johannesburg

Abheka Investments (Pty) Ltd is a level 1 Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
micro enterprise scheme established in 2012. This vehicle is run independently by the
board of directors and invests in property and other assets with high yield potential.
Abheka’s strategy is to create value through pursuing investment opportunities for the
benefit of the Abcon Group Foundation. Abheka serves as an enabler for Enterprise
Development initiatives.
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G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S

G R O U P O F C O M PA N I E S

The Abcon Group Foundation (AGF) was established
in response to the demands for social and economic
transformation across various strata of South Africa.
As a provider of transformation solutions, the AGF prides
itself on providing turnkey B-BBEE facilitation services
that go beyond compliance and drive positive business
impact through holistic, sustainable and cost effective
solutions. Abland understands that the contribution
to meaningful transformation is as much about nation
building as it is about sustainable property development.
The AGF’s offering is based on the premise of 3 B-BBEE
pillars:
Skills Development and Training
The AGF provides bursars (100% black youth of which
at least 40% are black women) with opportunities to
further their higher education at various institutions
including internships, learnerships, apprenticeships
and artisan training.

Alice Lane
Abland Brand Campaign

Abnormal, a creative communications agency, specialises in advertising, brand design, digital
design and brand strategy. With a mandate to look after all the Abcon Group’s brands, this
collective of innovative thinkers makes it their daily mission to break the norm with exceptional
brand communication. This includes the positioning of Abland as the groundbreaker within
the property industry and showcasing the portfolio of developments to their full potential.
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Enterprise and Supplier Development
Through this pillar, the AGF seeks to source, nurture and
sustain black-owned businesses by providing technical and
business development support. The ultimate goal is that of
natural progression towards supplier development. Thriving
examples of The AGF’s assistance can be seen in the Guys
in Green and Roast Republic businesses. Both fully selfsustainable businesses that were built from the ground up
and now excel in their own right.
Socio-Economic Development
The objective of this pillar is to become the driver of
progressive social change that goes beyond the built
environment. The AGF has identified the following
beneficiaries to support: Genesis Crèche, Bona Lesedi
and Hawk Academy School, which is situated in one
of Abland’s industrial precinct developments, the S&J
Industrial Estate in Germiston. It has in excess of 900
pupils that are from the neighbouring informal settlements.
The AGF is currently busy with the master plan for the
school, with an estimated investment of R100 million, which
includes educational, sporting and community facilities.
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Auto Bavaria, Waterfall
Fumani Khumalo
Charcoal and pastels on paper
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CONTRIBUTING GROUNDBREAKERS

CONTRIBUTING
GROUNDBREAKERS

Abland is proud to have partnered with some of South Africa’s most talented,
young artists by showcasing their work within our company profile. Adding to
the theme of “The Art of Breaking New Ground” their stunning interpretations
of our developed spaces give a new perspective into property development
through photography, illustration, traditional and digital art. Abland thanks
each contributor for their unique artworks and look forward to seeing these
young artists become groundbreakers in their artistic pursuits.

CONTRIBUTING GROUNDBREAKERS
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Anthony Bila
Rhulani Anthony Bila is from Tembisa and is based in Johannesburg. He is a
multidisciplinary artist who uses mediums of photography, motion picture and
illustration. With no formal training in photography, Anthony’s work crosses a
large spectrum from portraiture to fashion and even spanning documentary,
while shooting on film and digital formats.
Anthony had his first exhibition, Unite Joburg, in Jeppestown at Gallery Area
3 in 2014. He has also won Loerie Awards for his work for Brand South Africa’s
Inspired by My Constitution directorial project. He recently won the Japanese
International Photography Award for his latest still and motion picture project,
IZITYHILELO ZIKA NDZIMANI; IZAMBULO ZABANTWANA BENKOLO.

Neo Mahlangu
Neo Mahlangu is a fine artist and illustrator from Ga-Rankuwa, based in
Johannesburg. During her time practicing fine art, Neo has taken part in
numerous group exhibitions and was a finalist for the Cassirer Welz Award
in 2017. She also received the title as one of the Design Indaba Emerging
Creatives for 2018, was listed as one of the top ten ‘Young Gauteng’ creatives
by 100% Design South Africa and listed by Between 10and5 as one of the top
40 creatives under 30 to watch. She has shown work alongside Diane Victor
and Benon Lutaaya, and was also one of only four artists chosen to take part
in an exhibition curated by Nelson Makamo in 2018.
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CONTRIBUTING GROUNDBREAKERS

CONTRIBUTING GROUNDBREAKERS
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Mpho Mbatu

Gawie Joubert

Mpho Mbatu was born and raised in Cape Town and is a self-taught
photographer, videographer and editor. In 2013, he taught himself image
editing and took a job as a call-center agent to purchase his first camera.
He now resides in Johannesburg, working as a junior multimedia recruit
at Umuzi.org.

Gawie Joubert is a visual artist, illustrator and graphic designer from Durban.
He has participated in numerous group exhibitions locally and abroad and has
been selected as part of the Top 30 for the SA Taxi Foundation Art Award (2017)
and the Top 100 for the Thami Mnyele Fine Art Award.

In 2016, Mpho was a part of Versatile Mind’s first and second group
exhibitions where he exhibited work based on the Japanese philosophy
of Kintsugi. This resulted in him doing his third exhibition with one of
Versatile Mind’s collaborators, ‘Open House’. He has since hosted one
of his own group exhibitions alongside the art collective ‘Apeshit Youth’
of which he is a founder and member of.

Joubert held his debut solo exhibition, Biophilia in 2016 at In Toto Gallery in
Johannesburg. In 2017, he was invited to The Budapest Art Factory International
Artist and Curator Residency Program where he spent 5 months living and
working in Hungary.
After returning from Hungary, Joubert had his third solo exhibition in November
2017 at Rust en Vrede Gallery in Cape Town.

Lauwrinda Hartley

Sonia Dearling

Lauwrinda Hartley was born in Klerksdorp, North West province, and
grew up in Pretoria. When she was invited to attend SA Fashion Week in
2005, her interest in the artistic field was ignited. With a strong academic
background and love for knowledge, she devoted the next seven years
to becoming an adept artist and designer. While studying her degree,
she discovered her love for photography and mixed media.

Sonia is an illustrator and designer currently based in Johannesburg. She
graduated Cum Laude from the Open Window Institute with a BA in Visual
Communication in 2013.

In 2018, Lauwrinda took part in a collective gallery exhibition showcasing
the “Other” at the PhotoZA gallery in Rosebank. That same year, she was
nominated for the Pangolin Award at the Open Window Institute.

Sonia has worked as a design specialist and part-time illustrator for over five
years, serving clients from Nedbank and ABInBev to Anglo American and
Clover. Tactile and with a punchy use of colour, her illustrations are inspired
by the translation of traditional mediums within a digital space.
Her work has been exhibited around South Africa and the UK and has been
recognised by numerous local and international award bodies, including
the Cannes Young Lions Competition, D&AD Awards, The One Show and
Photoshop’s Top 25 Creatives under 25.

Joas Modisakeng

Fumani Khumalo

Joas Modisakeng was born and raised in Bapong, Brits, and currently lives
in Pretoria. His passion for design stems from a desire to solve problems
and drive change, primarily through technology.

Fumani Khumalo is a Johannesburg-based multidisciplinary artist originally
from Soshanguve, Pretoria. With no formal education in art, he was drawn to
various art forms including illustration, graffiti, art direction and most recently,
fine art. Using charcoal, ink, acrylic paint and markers he creates detailed portraits
that explore the cognitive links between ideas and language.

He attended the Open Window Institute, where he was nominated for the
Pangolin Award, and his student work is currently being submitted to the
Loeries for consideration in the Student Awards category.
He enjoys collaborating with local artists to share stories that have an impact,
and looks forward to working with ambitious people while creating
opportunities to further his growth and passion.

Fumani was identified as one of Design Indaba’s Emerging Creatives of 2019,
and his works are collected by several local and international private collectors.
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